From Jeremy and Trish Woods:
What an amazing opportunity it is to have the honor of serving as the 2020 United Way of Grayson
County, Texas Campaign Co-Chairs! My wife and I were completely taken aback and deeply
moved by our consideration and selection as Co-Chairs for such an amazing organization as the
United Way. While the Campaign Chairman position is not ordinarily designated to two people,
these are not ordinary times. We would like to first recognize the incredible efforts of our citizens,
community leaders and the hard work of volunteers that continue to work closely with the United
Way to ensure the positive change that is crucial to the continued growth of our community.
We would be remiss if did not point out that during the current state of economic affairs in our
great nation many people are suffering from the events of 2020. To put it bluntly, times are tough
economically for the individual, families and businesses. Locally, we have seen small businesses
that are struggling and unfortunately some businesses are sadly closing or have closed their
doors permanently. However, the people of this nation have and will always rise to the occasion
and this is no different in Grayson County.
My wife and I earnestly urge the members of our community to continue to help support our local
United Way. More now than ever, funds are needed to facilitate the assistance of our neighbors
and allow those most in need to have access to education, health and financial stability. As we
embark on our campaign this year, my wife and I truly believe that our community will be drawn
closer together by giving to others. Any gift to the United Way of Grayson County will be the best
investment in the future of every citizen in this great county. Uncertainty in the future of the
community can sometimes bring about fear. However, with the amazing staff of the United Way
Grayson County we pledge that you can be absolutely certain that any donation to this
organization will truly be used for the benefit of Grayson County.
Our community may be smaller than some of the counties to our south, but our citizens possess
an incredible spirit for giving and a great moral strength necessary to overcome uncertain
times. Investing in individuals and families in Grayson County is an investment in our future. As
members of this great community you can make a difference with your contribution and any
support is greatly appreciated! Thank you so much for being a part of our incredible community
and for aiding in the support of others.
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